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PART 1 MINUTES 
of the Board meeting of the Ebbsfleet Development Corporation (EDC) 

held at 13:00 on Wednesday 21 March 2018 at 
the North Kent Community Centre 

 
Board Members Present: 
Michael Cassidy CBE (Chairman) 
David Holt (Deputy Chairman) 
Cllr Mark Dance (Kent County Council) 
Louise Hardy  
Cllr Jeremy Kite MBE (Dartford Borough Council) 
Cllr David Turner (Gravesham Borough Council)  
Bob Lane OBE 
David Lock CBE 
Ian Piper (EDC Interim CEO) 
 
Apologies:  
Sandra Fryer 
 
In Attendance: 
Julia Gregory  EDC Director of Projects 
Mark Pullin  EDC Chief Planning Officer 
Gerard Whiteman  EDC Finance Director  
Mark Templeton   EDC Head of Communications 
Hannah Coster  EDC Assistant Project Manager  
Kevin McGeough  EDC Head of Strategy  
Colin Lovegrove  MHCLG Policy Team 
Sarah Gemmell  Board Secretary 

 

PART ONE 

Item 1  

1.1 The Chairman opened Part One of the meeting, reminding attendees that this part of 

the meeting was being live broadcast. 

Apologies 

1.2 Apologies were given for Sandra Fryer. Councillor Turner gave apologies for the 

public section of the meeting.  

Declarations of Interest 

1.3 The Chairman reminded Board members to raise any potential conflicts of interests in 

relation to specific issues under discussion, and of their responsibility not to participate in 

the discussion or determination of any matter in which they had an interest. Jeremy Kite 

declared an interest due to Dartford’s involvement with the Local Government Boundary 

Commission as a result of proposals for new electoral arrangements.  

Part 1 Minutes of the 21 February 2018 Board Meeting 

1.4 The Part I minutes were approved. 
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Board Actions 

1.5 The Chairman noted that all actions from previous Board meetings were complete, in 

progress, or due to be considered as agenda items, as set out in the Board Action Log. 

 

Item 2  Interim Chief Executive’s Report 

2(a) Interim CEO’s Strategic Report (Paper 018/021) 

2.1 Ian Piper presented Paper 018/021, updating on the EDC’s progress since the 

February Board.  

2.2 Ian referred to his report on his attendance at MIPIM and noted the strong interest in 

investment in Ebbsfleet in particular the Central Area. Speaking to developers and investors 

about the implementation framework and current/potential projects and the feedback was 

very positive. David Holt highlighted that this was a great opportunity for promotion and 

marketing messages for the Garden City.   

2.3 Ian reported that further investigations had taken place to look at the lag in housing 

completions and since speaking to developers a large component was on the apartment 

blocks which are yet to be competed.  

2.4 Ian noted that since the report was written further progress has been made on the 

Land assembly around Grove Road. EDC had reached an agreement in principle with one 

of the land owners.  

2.5 Two Cross-Whitehall meetings have taken place and these have been useful in 

terms of the recommendation from the Tailored Review to have access to different areas in 

Government to align EDC’s objectives.  

2.6 The Board NOTED the update. 

2(b) Communications and Engagement Update (Paper 018/022) 

2.7 Mark Templeton presented Paper 018/022, updating the Board on the EDC’s 

communications activity in the past month.  

2.8 Mark highlighted to Board that EDC were the subject of a very positive 2 page article 

published by The Telegraph property section focusing on the Healthy New Towns 

programme and development in the area.  

2.9 Mark note that the Healthy New Towns app, backed by the NHS, had been released 

that day.  

2.10 David Lock asked if the drone footage has been taken, Mark confirmed that due to 

the weather we are awaiting two clear days which he was positive would take place by the 

end of the month.  

2.11 The Board NOTED the communications update. 
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Item 3 Local Government Boundary Commission  

Local Governments Boundary Commission proposals (Paper 018/023) 

3.1 Jeremy Kite noted a potential conflict of interest in this item and vacated the room.  

3.2 Ian Piper presented Paper 018/023, updated the Board on the proposals and 

reported that the EDC did not see any issues with the proposals but before making any 

formal response required Board agreement. 

3.3 Mark Pullin noted that as we understand it one of the reasons to do the review is to 

anticipate the housing delivery coming forwards and if it would help we could clarify what 

the housing delivery would be. David Holt asked if we could clarify our understanding of 

what the housing delivery pipeline is for the next 5 years. Mark Dance noted that these 

reviews are regular and usually happen every 3-5 years.  

3.4 Board discussed the submission of a response and the fact that we should be 

sending a neutral response rather than a response in support. David Lock noted that 

keeping Swanscombe as an identified and separate community could, if it persists for too 

long, not assist in the cohesion of the communities’ across the garden city. David Lock also 

noted that the rate of growth within Eastern Quarry could potentially change this very 

quickly. 

3.5 The Board AGREED for a neutral response to the consultation rather than in support. 

3.6 Jeremy Kite returned back to the meeting.   

Actions:  

 

Item 4           Chief Planning Officer’s Report 

Planning and Housing Delivery Programme (Paper 018/024) 

4.1 Mark Pullin presented paper 018/024 providing an update on planning and housing 

delivery across the EDC area, and noted there was no planning committee that evening. 

4.2 Mark highlighted paragraphs 2.2 and 2.3 outlined the key delegated decisions made.  

4.3 Further progress is being made on phase three at Springhead Park, a meeting 

between consultants dealing with the odour issue took place on that Monday 19 March, and 

EDC were expecting a revised package of information at the end of the week.  

4.4 The application received from Henley Camland for the demolition of Alkenden Farm 

had generated a number of objects and these are currently being reviewed and will be 

reported to Planning Committee in due course. Mark highlighted that in his reported it does 

stated the consultation is closed but confirmed that it is open again due to a document not 

being displayed on the website. 

 

01-03 EDC to clarify what the housing delivery numbers would be over the next 5 years. 
Action Mark Pullin 
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4.5 Mark reported 510 starts and 308 housing completions so far. We are estimating a 

further 4 completions but will be carrying out a final count for the year after Easter. 

4.6 A session with the planning committee members was held following the Board 

meeting that evening to update on the Ebbsfleet character study work.  

4.7 Jeremy Kite noted that this is the second time that the EDC have been involved in 

something with heritage interest noting the Bear pit was the first.  As a Board had we 

address our views todays heritage and community history. David Lock stated that within the 

Implementation Framework it highlighted the importance of our heritage assets, designated 

and non-designated. Mark Pullin noted that there was a Historic Environment record that 

every local planning authority has an obligation to keep and KCC keep it on EDC’s behalf 

and these are considered in a live planning application.  

4.8 David Lock highlighted the London plan and the discussion from the last Board 

meeting. He reported that further speeches and statements had been made by the Major of 

London and the Minister for Housing about the requirement to speak to the surrounding 

authorities about housing burdens. David asked if there was any further news on this. Mark 

Pullin said that there was no further update since last month.  The response from Kent 

leaders has been drafted and a further meeting was being held on Friday so a further 

update may follow that.  

4.9 The Board NOTED the planning and housing delivery update. 

 

Item 5 Finance Director’s Report  

Finance and Operations Report (Paper 018/025) 

5.1 Gerard Whiteman presented Paper 018/025, reporting on the EDC’s budget, 

workforce, and other operational issues for the month of February. 

5.2 We are forecasting to spend all of our revenue for this financial year and capital 

spend we are aiming to achieve a forecast outturn of just over £34 million for the year. 

5.3 The Board NOTED the finance and operations update.  

 
 
Item 6   Responses to Written Questions from Members of the Public 

6.1 The Chairman noted that the public questions were received and responses were 

now available on the website prior to the meeting for public to review.  

6.2 The Chairman declared the public part of the meeting closed, thanking those 

members of the public present for their attendance. He declared that Part Two of the 

meeting concerning matters solely of commercial or personal confidentiality and for 

which the public was excluded would commence. 

 
 


